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APA FORMATTING 10 POINTS
Clear referencing of APA format
o
Alphabetized
o
Citations double spaced; annotation single spaced
o
Reverse/hanging indentation used for citation
o
Normal indentation used for annotation
RESEARCH 10 POINTS
Depth and breadth of resources?
o
Minimum of 8-10 sources (more sources might be considered a factor in “excellence”)
o
Draws NO MORE than 2 sources from “free web”; rest of the resources should be from scholarly
databases.
ANNOTATIONS 10 POINTS
Follows guidelines and format for annotations?
o
Strong evidence of critical evaluation and summary of the resource
o
Describes why this particular source is a good one for your research question.

It is not simply a summary of what the source is about.
WRITING CORE: Organization/Conventions/Mechanics/Voice 10 POINTS
Correctly uses rules of standard English: SVA, VTA, caps/no caps,
Correctly spells common words: too, to, two, their, there, they’re, affect, effect, etc.
Correctly punctuates writing: frag., C.S./comma splice, commas, etc.
Chooses correct voice for task and audience (formal/academic voice)
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